CENTURY ENGINEERING CORP. announces an electronic flow control on pre-emergence spray equipment which can be controlled from inside a tractor cab. This instant finger-tip control gives more precise spraying for better results and chemical conservation, according to the company, and can be added to your present sprayer. The control unit increases safety because the operator does not have to turn around to operate manual controls. By flipping a switch, one can stop or start the flow to the entire spraying system, or on a boom sprayer any one of three boom sections or combination of sections. Circle No. 101 on reader service card

DE-KUTS, INC., manufacturers of pressure-sensitive vinyl letters, announce a new starter kit in a see-through plastic case. Trays hold all the different letters and numerals, each in its own separate compartment. The starter kits are available in one-inch through four-inch size letters. Circle No. 102 on reader service card

ELECTRIC FUEL PROPULSION INC. introduces the new Electra 72 heavy-duty battery powered three- or four-wheel golf car or personnel carrier. The seats are sports-type adjustable bucket with high grade vinyl. Standard equipment includes built-in-charger, drink holders, wheel covers three position bag racks and storage compartments. Accessories available include a canopy, cigarette lighter, windshield and electrically operated forward and reverse switch. The car is capable of speeds up to 12 miles per hour.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY offers a new protective canopy for its Cub Cadet lawn and garden tractors. The canopy is beneficial in protecting the tractor operator from rolling over in case of an accidental tipover or from low hanging tree limbs he might not see. The "surrey" top protects him from the sun during the summer. The frame is constructed of tubular steel and is securely bolted to the tractor's chassis. I-H also offers a pair of skid bars mounted on the backside of the tractor to protect the operator against accidental rear overturns, and seat belt. The canopy fits 1972 Cub Cadets. Circle No. 104 on reader service card

MATZIE GOLF COMPANY has introduced a new end-weighted Scratch putter for 1972. The Scratch is the latest addition to Matzie's Velvet Touch putter line. This new model offers weight redistribution to the toe and heel of the putter head. Three separate neck designs are offered—gooseneck, offset neck and straightaway neck. The putter also features a fully-squared head design for better alignment of the putter head with the hole. The putter features a hand finished, cast white brass head, a pro-line stainless steel shaft and a rubber grip. Descriptive brochure is available on request. Circle No. 106 on reader service card

NATALE MACHINE AND TOOL COMPANY announces the Circle-D security and anti-vandal long life mercury vapor light. The light provides safety for a large area of illumination. The device comes with a universal mounting bracket for pole or walls, ballast and aluminum housing, which completely encases a sealed beam mercury vapor lamp. A hard glass lens in hinged retaining ring affords added protection against vandalism. Lamp life averages 24,000 hours. Four lamp patterns are available in standard volts. Circle No. 105 on reader service card

PENNINE PERENNIAL RYEGRASS announces the introduction of a fine-leaved variety of perennial ryegrasses. According to the company, the ryegrass has better heat tolerance, density and over-all disease resistance. Pennine's tests show that it is tolerant to snow-mold and leaf spot. The ryegrass complements bluegrasses and fine fescues.
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fescues coming up earlier and persisting later. The ryegrass was developed and tested at Penn State University.

Circle No. 107 on reader service card

GOLF LYNX COMPANY introduces the Lynx woods and irons. The irons feature stainless steel heads made from investment casting. The investment casting process regulates the weight of each iron giving the best weight redistribution, according to the company. The irons also feature additional scoring lines for more backspin. The irons are highly-polished with a five-degree offset in the hosel. They are available in a wide variety of steel shafts.

Circle No. 108 on reader service card

VANDERMOLEN CORP. announces a flexible lightweight hose that quick-couples to the 7-11 Fastblo wheeled blower. The attachment lets the operator get leaves and debris from around buildings, steps, shrubs and plant beds with speed and ease. The Fastblo generates a high velocity airlift that digs up matted down leaves compacted by snow and ice during the winter. An extra telescoping extension hose gives long reach to clean out hard to reach areas.

Circle No. 109 on reader service card

MAJOR METALFAB, INC., introduces a new key control rack of high impact polystyrene with 10 reusable white fiber snap-hook key tags. The rack comes with pressure sensitive identity strips and adhesive pads for affixing to the inside of cabinet door or to the wall. The unit can be used for shop keys or golf car keys.

Circle No. 110 on reader service card

THE TONY TEAM, INC., announces a Pollution Packer compactor with automatic compaction cycling. The model is designed to meet the needs of restaurants where continuous compaction of food and service wastes can be automatically handled. The unit features a safety-first disposal chute and a spring-loaded gate that closes off the chute while the compaction plate completes its cycle.

Circle No. 111 on reader service card

Fastest charge
for big batteries!

new
LesterMATIC
"BIG FORTY"

Your golf cars stay on the course longer, for more rounds of rental income, when their batteries are charged by Lester’s big new 40-amp charger. It pours the amp-hours back into batteries during the important early hours of charging (under normal conditions, high-capacity batteries are charged to ¾ capacity in only 4 hours)—then it tapers off to prevent battery overheating and gassing. Result: faster, more thorough charging and longer battery life. A top performer in cold temperatures—it’s easy to use and it’s backed by Lester’s complete line of high-performance chargers.

See your distributor or write for literature.

LESTER ELECTRICAL
625 West A St, Lincoln, Neb. 68522
LESTER EQUIPMENT
2840 Coronado St, Anaheim, Calif. 92806

For more information circle number 239 on card

COMPLETE...
CONVENIENT...
COMPACT.

Now, GOLFDOM makes it possible for you to have an all-in-one-place reference library. These handsome magazine cases will each hold a year’s issues. Use them to save space, prevent loss of copies, preserve them, make it easy to locate special articles and enhance your library shelves. A useful, distinctive adjunct for home or office . . . order enough to collect back copies plus those still to come. $4.25 per case . . . $12.00 in lots of three.

Universal Publishing & Distributing Inc.
P.O. Box 591, Farmingdale, L.I., N.Y. 11735
Please send me ___ library cases, post-paid.
Enclosed is my check or money order for $_____

Name ___________________________
Address ________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______
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